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Abstract 

This paper proposes a system of models and procedures for the signal setting 
design of signalized intersections in a road transport network with endogenous 
estimation of origin-destination path flows. The system of models and 
procedures is able to support signal setting design for a road transport network 
both in ordinary and evacuation conditions.  
Keywords: signal setting, design model, evacuation conditions. 

1 Introduction 

Nowadays signal control is considered an effective strategy to increase network 
capacity and to mitigate congestion phenomena, as shown in several papers of 
scientific literature. 
     Current signal setting design models and procedures do not provide solutions 
that take into account users behaviour at path choice level in response to supply 
system modifications; moreover, they are not conceived for the analysis of road 
transport systems in evacuation conditions. 
     The paper presents a system of models and procedures for the signal setting 
design of signalized intersections in a road transport network with endogenous 
estimation of origin-destination path flows. The system of models and algorithms 
is able to support signal setting design for a road transport network both in 
ordinary and evacuation conditions.  
     The problem of signal setting design of signalized intersections in a road 
network is defined as an optimization problem (design model) subjected to 
equilibrium constraint; in other words, travel demand flows must be coherent 
with travel times generated by signal setting parameters. 
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     The design model generates and simulates potential solutions for the 
optimization of an objective function; the generation of the solutions is executed 
by a solution generator procedure, while users behaviour (path choice) is 
simulated through a simulation procedure. 
     The design model is solved by means of a heuristic genetic algorithm, while 
the simulation is executed by means of a dynamic within day procedure with 
stochastic path choice model. 
     The main research advancements presented in the paper concern the design 
model, which is able to optimize signal setting parameters taking into account 
the travel demand flows simulated according to a behavioural approach. The 
model could be considered as the the core of a Decision Support System (DSS) 
for the real-time management of intelligent signalized road intersection 
networks. 
     This work is part of a research project, carried out by the Laboratory for 
Transport Systems Analysis (LAST) of the Mediterranea University of Reggio 
Calabria (Italy). The general objective of the project was risk reduction in urban 
areas in terms of exposure through the definition and implementation of 
evacuation procedures [1–6]. The results concern the development of models, 
procedures and guidelines [7–9] for simulation in evacuation conditions of travel 
demand [10–12], transport supply and demand-supply interaction [13–15], path 
design of emergency vehicles [16–18], and pedestrian outflow from a building 
simulation [19–21]. 

2 Literature review on signal setting design models 

This section presents a classification of signal setting design models [22], which 
is based on the following criteria (Table 1): 

 intersections, which may be isolated or a network (including arteria);  
 signal setting strategies (or signal setting design parameters), which may be 

based on flows or on arrival times. 

Table 1:  Signal setting design models. 

  Signal setting strategies 

 Variables 
flows Arrival  

times Min delay Max capacity factor 

Isolated 
intersections

Green timing SIGSET Webster, SIGCAP MOVA 

Green timing and 
scheduling 

SICCO SICCO  

Arteria Offset 
MAXBAND, 

MULTIBAND 
  

Network of 
intersections

Green timing and  
offset 

TRANSYT,  
SCOOT 

As isolated  
intersections 

OPAC, 
UTOPIA 

(source: [22]) 
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For isolated intersections, two design variables are defined: 
 green timing, the design parameters are green time on each access and cycle 

time durations, assuming exogenous stages; 
 green timing and scheduling, the design parameters are initial instants of 

green times and green time on each access and cycle time durations. 
     In this case, the strategy based on flows may have two objectives: 
minimization of total delay, with fixed or variable cycle time duration; green 
timing setting has been faced with convex optimization techniques in SIGSET 
model [23]; green timing setting and scheduling has been faced with discrete (or 
non linear) optimization techniques, adopted in SICCO model [24, 25]; 
maximization of capacity factor, given a cycle time duration; green timing 
setting with some restrictive assumptions on the structure of the stages has firstly 
studied in Webster models ([26, 27], see also [25]). Later it has been studied with 
linear optimization techniques in SIGCAP model [28] and further developed in 
several models like SIDRA [29] and OSCADY [30]; green timing setting and 
scheduling has been faced with discrete (or non linear) optimization techniques, 
as in SICCO model [24, 25]. 
     The strategy based on arrival time with exogenous structure of stages has 
been studied in several methods like MOVA model. 
     For arteria of intersections, design variables are common cycle time duration, 
green time duration on each access, offset between each couple of adjacent 
intersections. The first two variables are the same that involve the green timing 
setting. Offset design is analysed in MAXBAND model and in its extension 
MULTIBAND [31, 32]. 
     For a network of intersections, if the objective is the total delay minimization 
two approaches may be considered: coordination, which consists in offsets 
design, after signal setting design of each intersection with a common cycle time 
duration (or an its sub-multiple), to be executed through the maximization of 
capacity factor which is independent from offsets (to our knowledge this 
approach has never been implemented in any existing method); sincronization, 
which consists in the simultaneous design of offsets, green time and cycle time 
durations; the most popular models, using strategy based on flows, are 
TRANSYT [33] that uses euristic optimization technques and SCOOT, that may 
use flows monitored in real-time. 
     Among the strategies based on arrival times, there are: OPAC, which is a 
dynamic time-discrete optimization model; UTOPIA, which is a bi-level model 
that decomposes the problem into two interacting sub-problems: one for single 
intersections and one for the whole network. 
     The following lacks emerge from the literature review on signal setting 
design models: 

 they do not obtain solutions that take into account users behaviour in 
response to signal setting parameters modifications; 

 they are not conceived for the analysis of road transport systems in 
evacuation conditions. 

     According to the first point, in existing design methods travel demand flows 
are estimated by means of exogenous turning percentages at intersections or 
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exogenous origin-destination path flows. This implies that the modification of 
the network has no effects on travel demand in path choice dimension, that is 
clearly a not realistic assumption especially in evacuation conditions. 
     According to the second point, the literature is still poor and, generally, the 
existing studies are limited to the application of signal plans empirically defined 
or to the adaptation of signal setting design methods originally defined for 
ordinary conditions, considering that turning percentages at intersections are 
exogenous (more details in [34]). 

3 The proposed system of models (design model) 

This section presents the framework of the proposed system of models [34].  
     The basic hypotesis are reported below: 

 all intersections of the network have a common cycle time duration or an its 
sub-multiple in order to ensure the coordination among signal plans in 
successive cycles; 

 entering flows in the network are known and concentrated in some source 
nodes called origin centroids (the destinations are known); 

 exiting flows from the network are concentrated in some sink nodes called  
destination centroids; 

 users choose paths according to behavioural rules. 
     The design model (Figure 1), based on a what-to approach, has a multi-level 
structure that generates and simulates potential solutions in order to optimize an 
objective function. 
     The inputs are the elements of the transport system and, in particular, the 
travel demand (vector of demand flows, d), the transport supply (vector of link 
costs on non-congested network, c, and vector of saturation flows on each 
access, sAT), the initial configuration of signal setting parametres (vector, y). The 
output is the configuration of signal setting parameters (vector of solutions at 
 

 

Figure 1: Components, inputs and parameters of the design model. 
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equilibrium, y*) that optimizes the objective function. The parameters are 
represented by the matrix of network topology, , and a vector of transport 
models paramaters, . 
     The design model is described below in terms of variables, objective function 
and constraints. 

3.1 Variables 

The assumption that all intesections of the network have a common cycle time 
duration (or an its sub-multiple) implies the design of the following variables:  

 a common duration of basic cycle for all intersections; 
 a sub-multiple of the basic cycle for each intersection. 

     As the amber time duration is not dependent from other design variables, so it 
is exogenous, the independent variables for each access a of an intersection, is 
every couple of the following variables: red time duration, green time duration, 
initial istant of green time, final istant of amber time. 
     The number of offsets to be designed (both absolute and related to each 
couple of intersections), depends on the duration of the basic cycle and it is equal 
to the number of signalized intersections less one.  

3.2 Objective function 

The objective function is defined as the global delay on the network, RT, 
calculated as the sum of delays on all accesses of the network.  
     Matematically, the design problem may be formalized as follows: 
 

     Objective: min RT(y, f(y)) 
     with  
     RT(y, f(y)) = i = 1 … |I|j = 1 … |Ai| RTj(y, f(y)) 
 
where  
     RTj, total delay of vehicles on the access j belonging to the set of accesses (of 
numerosity Ai) that converges into the intersection i; 
     f, link flows functions vector, which depend on the signal setting parameters 
at equilibrium; 
|I|, is the numerosity of the set of intersections belonging to the network. 

3.3 Constraints 

The objective function is subjected to the following constraints: 
 equilibrium constraint, that is given by the vector of link flows at 

equilibrium, f, that reproduces itself, according to the assignment model: 
 

     f(y) = Δ(y)P(- Δ(y)Tc(f(y)))d(g(f(y)) 
where 
     , link-path incidence functions matrix; 
     P, probability path choice functions matrix;  
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     c, link cost functions vector; 
     d, demand functions vector;  
     g, path cost functions vector; 

 technical constraints  
o every set of signalized intersections that are object of cycle coordination 

must have the same cycle time duration, or equal to an its integer sub-
multiples;  

o for each access of an intersection the relationships between red, green 
and cycle times must hold; 

o for each intersection the absolute offset must lie between 0 and the 
duration of the basic cycle; 

 external constraints 
o for each intersection the duration of every green phase must be greater 

or equal to a minimum value; 
o the duration of the basic cycle must lie between a minimum and a 

maximum value. 

4 Procedures 

Two procedures are defined into the design model. A solution generator 
procedure provides a current vector of signal setting parameters, y; this vector is 
then simulated by means of a simulation procedure, which reproduces the 
response of the transportation system, in terms of origin-destination path flows 
and costs at equilibrium, to the current configuration of signal setting parameters. 
The response of the transport system, for each solution y, is sintetized in a global 
network indicator which represents the objective function to be optimized; 
therefore, the solutions are compared and evaluated in terms of the values of the 
objective function. 
     The generality of the proposed design model allows the specification of 
different objective functions based on the global network indicator to be 
optimized. In this work, the specified indicator is the total delay of the vehicles 
on the network, RT; which is relevant for signal setting design both in ordinary 
and evacuation conditions, because the minimization of global delay on the 
network implies the minimization of travel times along paths and, in particular, 
of the evacuation time.  

4.1 Solution generator procedure 

In the solution generator procedure new network configurations are analysed 
through a genetic algorithm. 
     Genetic algorithms are inspired by Darwin's theory of evolution. They start 
from a set of chromosomes (i.e. solutions) called population, and then solutions 
from one population are used to generate a new population by three operators 
(Figure 2): reproduction, crossover and mutation. 
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     Reproduction consists in selecting chromosomes from the population, the best 
should survive and create new offspring. Crossover selects genes from parent 
chromosomes and creates new offspring. Afterwards, mutation takes place, 
changing randomly the new offspring, in order to prevent all solutions in the 
population falling into the local optimum of solved problems. 

4.2 Simulation procedure 

The simulation procedure has a bi-level structure (Figure 3): the first level is 
represented by a system of static sticastic traffic assignment models that allow to 
estimate the origin-destination path choice probabilities on the first k-paths of  
 

 

Figure 2: Structure of the genetic algorithm. 

 

Figure 3: Structure of the simulation procedure. 
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minimum congested costs on every origin-destination couple; the second level is 
represented by a system of dynamic models that allow to estimate the temporal 
profile of in-flows and out-flows to and from different accesses and, therefore, to 
estimate the total delay on the network. 
     The system of static simulation models is represented by: 

 a Stocastic User Equilibrium, SUE, model with implicit path 
enumeration, that provides an estimation of congested link costs vector, 
cSUE; 

 a k-paths generator, that provides the first k-paths of minimum 
congested costs on every origin-destination couple; 

 a Stocastic User Equilibrium, SUE, model with explicit enumeration of 
the first k-paths of minimum congested costs, which provides an 
estimation of path choice probability vector, pk, according to the 
equilibrium constraint. 

     The system of dynamic simulation models is represented by: 
 a dispersion model (aggregate link cost functions) that allows to 

estimate the temporal profile of in-flows and out-flows to and from 
different accesses and, therefore, the vector of queue lenghts on links, 
lC; 

 a model for the estimation of the global delay on the network, RT. 

5 Conclusion 

The paper proposes a system of models and procedures for signal setting design 
of signalized intersections in a road network with endogenous estimation of 
origin-destination path flows. It is able to support the design of a signalized road 
transport network both in ordinary and evacuation conditions. The aim is to 
provide both methodological and practical guidelines for signal setting design of 
signalized intersections in a road network. 
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